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MIDDLE AGESBRICKWORK IN ITALY

3r in the lunettes of windows at Staffarda and Monza (Plates

93, 94), and quite frequently at Venice.
A most interesting example of a small circular church, after

the manner of the enormous Sanlo Stefano at Rome, is San

Lorenzo of Mantua (Plates 95, 96). Tradition of thexvm century
madeit a pagan temple converted to Christian uses by Constan-
tine. It perhaps goesback to the xi century and mayhave been

rebuilt or restored at the beginning of the xii by the famous

Countess Matilda(1040-1115). After the parish was transferred

to Sant’ Andrea in the xvi century and the church desecrated,
the cite was gradually built over end the church forgotten for

centuries, until the Commune of Mantua in 1907, deciding to

enlarge the piazza, discovered the hidden church and undertook

its restoration
as seen at present. It is a very picturesque re-

minder of the old days as it nestles beneath the great clock tower

uponthe busy Piazza delle Erbe.

Among the older churches, wc note also the Cathedral of
Modena,begun in 1099 under the direction of Lanfranco da

Modena, and solemnly consecrated in 1184. It is covered on

the exterior withstone and is the work of the Campionese maa-

w;

p* - •

d Choir and Crypt of theCathedral,Modena/

:BRICKWORK IN ITALY
a moft c o mprehenslve and useful
rejerence volume for your libraryry

/'OARELY are architects offered a reference work

JL\of such practical value as “Brickwork in Italy.”
Within the covers of this 298-page volume is packed
the result of months of travel and intelligent research

throughout the Italian peninsula. It abounds in illus-

trations and authentic descriptions which trace brick

technology through the great epochs of Italian art. Part

1 deals with Brick in Roman Antiquity. Part 2 takes

us through the Ravenna, Longobard, Lombard and

Gothic periods. Part 3 is a comprehensive analysis
of Renaissance and Baroque Brickwork. While Part 4

provides a splendid reference on Italian brickwork in

the modern period—showing many examples of

modern domestic architecture, sacred architecture

and restorations. The volume itself is a credit to any

architectural library.

This Coupon Will Tiring You FREE 'Trospectus

In order to show you the scope of“Brickwork in Italy”
we have prepared a24-page prospectus which,among other

things, showsthe Table ofContents, specimen color plates,
drawings and examples ofthe textaccompanying them. This

attractive prospectus will be mailed postpaid upon request.

Simply fill in and mail this coupon.

Name:

Address. 4-

City:- .State:.

brickwork

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1758 Peoples Life Building, Chicago, Illinois

The Dealer Who Displays this Sign

1=
Face Brick
made by aMember of the

AMERICAN FACE BRICK
ASSOCIATIONJr"T,

Carries the Best Quality in Face Brick
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Importance of Architectural Sketches
By William N. Parsons, Jr.

DOES it not seem strange that when we re-

flect on the various advantages of skill in
sketching and the many thousands of men

m the architectural profession who toil from morn-

ing until night with the seemingly simple little pen-
cil as their principal tool, there are so few who
ever attempt to produce more than the crudest
sort of free-hand sketch for individual study or

for professional presentation?
The prosaic pencil point has been selected

quite logically and naturally as the staff upon
which a draftsman leans most heavily for several
reasons. Primarily these reasons are the speed
and accuracy of the pencil in the production of
plans, elevations and details, and its ease of cor-

rection as long as the need for correction is ever

present. There is no other medium for laying our

small scale preliminary drawings so accurately
and quickly, neither is there any architectural in-
strument yet devised which can be made to serve

so satisfactorily for all the detail drawings that
must be carefully made to scale.

The pencil also has a considerable value in
another way. And that is, its use as a medium
for drawing certain details, the real form and
aspect of which cannot be conveyed to the build-
er or manufacturer by the orthodox method of
plan, elevation and section. Among these may be
mentioned the carved wooden verge boards of
English architecture, the varied designs of classic-
al ornament, and the naturalistic and convention-
alized carving of ivy, oak and grape leaves, etc.,
of the Gothic. The real form of the details in
mind remains at best a remote possibility as long
as the needle-like pencil point is employed in in-
numerable and confusing hatched sections. Only
the graceful and delicate sweep of the soft
graphite line brought out by expressive shadows
can portray the desired depth and richness of
ornamentation. It may be stated that the drafts-
man who shows talent in this particular phase of
office work is considered to have an added
capacity, with the consequent advancement.

But even if it were not for its many mechan-

ical uses the pencil would play a prominent part
in the office because of its ready and expressive
value in presentation drawings. Free-hand

sketches are most valuable at that time when it be-

comes necesary to explain the elusive dream which

an architect fervently hopes to transform into a

tangible reality. This is the time when oppor-
tunities are made or unmade. Mr. H. H. Rich-
ardson was asked once to state what he thought
to be the most valuable requisites of an architect
to attain success. He replied that he considered
only three of utmost importance and there were:

First—To get the job, Second—To get the job,
and third—To get the job. It is to be regretted
that he did not explain further how he accomplish-
ed that most vital task. But, psychologists tell us

that the great majority of mankind are “visual-
ists”. That is, they receive and retain their im-

pression of things around them through the med-
ium of vision; or more clearly, they grasp and
hold most easily those things which they see. The

public accepts the necessity of law or medicine,
but it is not so completely convinced as to the
necessity of things beautiful. A client may enter

his architects office quite sincere in his effort to

learn of his building by studying flat two-dimen-
sion elevations, by trying to penetrate the mysteries
of the project through professional eyes, but his
impressions are quicker, clearer and more lasting
when he sees the building through his own eyes,
when he is made to see and feel the pictorial
quality of depth as well as height and width. A

listless conference can very often be saved, and

enthusiasm stimulated to the point of a contract

by the timely presentation of a convincing and
well rendered prespective drawing. A pencil
rendering may very often get the job in preference
to some other design even though the latter be of

equal merit.
To suggest to others a way toward increasing-

ly beautiful accomplishments is the soundest

architectural practice; and good architecture must

begin first of all with good suggestive drawing.
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Rendering By Chester B. Price.
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The Art of Stained Glass Windows

ONE of the most interesting of the “Arts and
Crafts” is the designing and building of

stained glass windows. The art is a very

old one and many wonderful examples are to be

found in some of the oldest and world-renowned

buildings of Europe and fabulous amounts have

been paid for small fragments of old stained

glass. It was the writer’s pleasure to have the op-

portunity of studying for several months, the old

stained glass of England and France recently.
It has been considered, up to a few years ago,

quite necessary to consult the European Studios

in order to secure the best in the Antique character

of windows. There are, however, today, several

Studios in the United States, producing what are

considered to be the very finest windows in the

Antique school so that it is no longer necessary to

go to Europe for the best in church windows.
There is also a distinctively American type of

window known as Opalescent. There are several

Studios in America who in addition to grouping
together highly skilled artists and artisans in the

European or Antique type of window, have also

developed the Ameri-

can type or Opalescent
window to a very high
degree. The method
used in working out

windows in either the

Antique or Opalescent
is exceedingly interest-
in g and fascinating
from beginning to end.

In the Antique, the
designs should reflect
in their every detail, the
traditions of old Eu-
ropean Artists, develop-
ing the best and avoid-
ing the crudities and er-

rors of some of the
early artists and work-
ers in stained glass. A
water colored study is

prepared m harmony
and keeping with the
general architecture of
the building in which
the windows are to be
placed. The study usu-

ally suggests a figure

By George Hardy Payne.

subject or group of them, and in the paint-
ed type of windows, very elaborate groupings are

possible. After the design and color scheme have
all been satisfactorily worked out, full sized de-
tails and cartoons are prepared.

The color tones are then selected in accord-
ance with the water color sketch, which furnished
the color scheme. These glasses are taken in hand
by the cutters and after the various pieces have all
been cut to the shapes shown on the details, the
painters then take the glass in hand. The glass, if
it is for medallions or figures or special ornamental
work, is stuck up on an easel with wax and the
artists proceed to work over the surface. Where
there is a set pattern, a stencil is usually made.

A great deal of work, however, is done free
hand. After the glass is painted, it is placed in
the kiln where the color is burned into the glass.
It is sometimes necessary to put the glass through
the kilns three times, each firing setting a certain
color or tracery. Those pieces of glass which one

sees in Antique windows, which have a very old
effect, with color around the edges blending into

almost a clear spot in

the center, are very

carefully executed,
some of the color spots

being spattered on. Aft-
er the glass is painted
and burned, it is taken
in hand by the glaziers
who work the lead

cames, in various
widths, around the
pieces of glass untill all
has been built in togeth-
er, all joints being sol-
dered, forming one

complete panel. This
panel is then taken to

the cementing and

finishing room where a

special cement compos-

ed of putty, red lead,
etc., is scrubbed all ov-

er the surface on both
sides until every nook
and crevice in the lead
has been filled with
cement. This makes
the window water-tight

Stained Glass Window, American Style executed

by George Hardy Payne Studios.



and when th/. cement sets, the window is very

rigid. Brace rods, however, are used to reinforce
the windows and in the Antique type, the round
rod is used, attached to the lead with copper
wires.

Many very beautiful examples of the painted
Antique windows are to be found in various sec-

tions of the United States. These windows
were painted by artists, among them being Mr.
George Payne of Orange, a pioneer in this field
in America.

In the opalescent type of window, no paint is

used, excepting for the flesh portion of the win-
dow and such necessary inscription as there
might be but all of the rich blended background
tones and ornamental work is worked out in

glasses containing the color in itself and an

Opalescent window, properly executed is a very
marvel of beauty. The procedure is very much
the same in that the water color sketch is pre-
pared followed by the full sized details from
which paper patterns are cut, there being an al-
lowance left between each pattern, the exact

thickness of the heart of the lead which is to go
between the pieces of glass. In the figure work,
drapery glass is used, with the folds all selected
out in the glass itself and plated on back with an-

other selection of Opalescent glass, which gives
the figure the soft, beautiful depth of color tone

noted in a well executed Opalescent window.
This work is all done on an easel, the glass be-
ing held to surface of easel with wax.

A visit to these Studios, would be a very in-
teresting experience.

St. Aiden panel cut in colors to match with special sketch
and painted to match the cartoon and now ready for the
kiln burning. Temporarily held with wax on the easel.

Opalescent drapery glass figure window American style
treatment. On easel temporarily held with wax while

glasses are being selected to resemble the colored sketch
from which the window is being made.
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LOUNGE

CAVALIER HOTEL, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.

CEILING DETAIL. MAIN ENTRANCE VESTIBULE
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GEO. B. POST & SON, CONSULTING ARCHITECTS
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By E. L. Tilton, F. A. I. A.

LIBRARY activities are marked by con-

stantly accelerated motion. A building of
a few years standing appears now like an

adolescent who has outgrown his clothes. The
demand upon a library ramify into every field of
endeavor. It has become a clearing house of in-

formation for questions both wise and foolish.
Some people cannot yet tell a library when they
see one although the library will tell them every-

thing. One large library was mistaken for a rail-

way station and an enquirer asked for a ticket to

a certain destination; another was taken for a

bathing pavilion. These errors may have been
partly the fault of the architectural expression

whereby the beholder was wrongly impressed
but two factors are necessary to art appreciation;
one, the artist-creator, and the other the appre-
ciative observer; the most appropriately designed
building would not be understood by a savage
and most of us are still akin to a savage on some

side of our mentality.
A library is now expected to cater to chil-

dren contemporaneously with the schools and to

adults onward to their periods of senility. And
the juvenile department must segregate the little
folks from those in grammar school and again,
those from the high school grades. The branch
school work has grown in importance and the

parents of the children must be considered.
The education of the adult in a large library

is of manifold variety including reference work in

all branches of science and technology; religion
and law; agriculture and commerce; extra-mural
and extension courses; lectures on many subjects
and “movies” on a few. And withal, this variety
must be unified and controlled by the genius or

talent of the librarian. It is safe to assert that no

building exists which adequately meets all re-

quirements. In fact, it is not necessary that every

library should include all any more than that

every man should attempt to be a universally-

minded “Admirable Crichton.” Libraries are

bound to differ in type although alike in the fund-
amental purpose or serving readers with books
and enquirers with information. The possible de-

gree of service depends upon location whether in

hamlet, village, city or college and upon the
abilities of those in control, seconded by a proper-

ly arranged building and one that is readily ac-

cessible to the proposed clientele. The small
library may have greater proportionate oppor-
tunities for service than larger ones in more cul-
tural centers.

In a small or a large building the heart of the
library is the charging desk. Its pulsations vivify
the whole system; from it, veins ramify throughout
stacks and shelves, and arteries furnish the rich
blood of authors to the readers. To carry the

metaphor a little further, the reading room is the
stomach where the pabulum is assimilated and
the librarian, the brain or chief of the nervous

ganglia. The librarian’s office, therefore, may
be somewhat isolated; the reading room secluded,
but the charging desk must dominate, and, to

control the system, should be located strategically
near the entrance.

A library building designed for efficiency and

economy should be planned from the center out-

ward; every detail arranged to function smooth-

ly, then the exterior will naturally express the

purpose of its being; whether it be in Classic

style or Gothic. Colonial or Mission. The ex-

terior portrays the art of the designer; the plan
betrays his skill as an architect; the interior aspect,
his ability as a decorator.

The charging desk confronting the seeker for

information or for books near the entrance should

be of ample size to facilitate registration and dis-

tribution; its counters with trays for cards, cup-

boards. drawers and shelves, pneumatic tube ser-

vice, if a large library, book lifts and stairs to

stacks easily accessible, panel boards, possibly, to

Suggestions on Library Planning
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control the electric lighting and well illuminated
by day and night to ensure the comfort and ef-

ficiency of the workers and facilitate their ardu-
ous duties.

The delivery room containing the charging
desk is a place of motion and commotion wherein
people are coming and going. It should be at-

tractive; theorectically the decoration might ad-

vantageously be limited to this section of the
building and to the entrance lobby, while reserv-

ing restful tones for the reading rooms, to engend-

er a feeling of quiet and restraint.
In an ideal library the charging desk is located

for surveillance and control not only of the en-

trances but also of the reading sections either di-
rectly or by assistants’ desks in radiating forma-
tion, readily communicating with the center, such
a library requires but few if any partition walls,
the segregation of different units being by book

shelving and glazed screens above them, where
occasional conditions demand such complete se-

clusion. The size and proportions of the build-

ing are factors that control the plan, and the loca-
tion and dimensions of the lot dictate the limits of
the building so that every problem demands a spe-
cial solution but the principles above enunciated
can prevail under every condition.

In a large building the stacks can be placed
in the interior spaces below the main floors, per-

mitting the lighted periphery of the building to be

used for workrooms. Book stacks should be

ventilated but do not require day lighting, in fact,
direct sun is deleterious. If the depth of the

building exceeds 100 feet, part of the stacking
may be extended up through the central areas to

hold the books required by the department in
contact with them.

A trained and competent librarian is a sine

Small Library Building in Italian Renaissance Style
Edward L. Tilton, Architect.

Type of small library building where high basement is required. This building constructed at Belmar, Alberta.

Edward L. Tilton, Architect.
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qua non with whom the architect should collabor-

ate and together evolve a building planned for its

destination.
Since books appeal to the highest instincts, the

library building should be expressive of such ap-

peal and withal be endowed with charm by good
design and proper setting, aided by such simple
ingredients as vines, seasoned, where possible,
with a few flowers selected for color and plants
in mass about the base of the building to soften the

hard lines at the intersection of vertical and hori-
zontal planes. The architecture should become
richer as it goes upward until it blossoms out into
the frieze and cornice, whereas the planting
naturally compliments that by being fullest at the

base whence the vines grow upward commingling
the elements of masonry and horticulture by ap-

propriate training. The hard stones, clay and

wood trained into harmony with the softer ele-

ments which delight the eye with color, as the

building should with its form and lines.

If a plan be functionally organized, the ele-
vations will develop readily and the building be

economically constructible. For an artistic result,
the parts of the plan as well as the facade should
be arranged to produce charm and what is
known as “scale”. Scale is based on the human

figure, which does not vary, but remains a con-

stant unit of measure and therefore in buildings
large and small a balustrade has a fixed height.
The proper application of scale conveys the actual
size of a structure. From an historic viewpoint,
probably the most appropriate style for a library
building is one inspired by the Transition or Re-

naissance periods and certain adaptations of
Gothic. The original Gothic mind was not oc-

cupied with ideas of a general distribution ol

knowledge but rather with the guarding of learn-

Small Library Building in Colonial Style.
Edward L. Tilton, Architect.

A unique reading desk for Swarthmore College dedicated as an “Altar of Good Will" to the countries of the world

on behalf of peace.
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ing within cloistered walls, and their libraries were

rather dormitories for books, whereas the

Renaissance spirit savored of our “Free for All”

library motto. Greek and Roman classic models

are appropriate for monumental buildings but
their effect depends largely upon columns and ex-

pensive detail, proscribing their use for the aver-

age library which is a book laboratory and should
have an appropriate expression. The Renaissance

offers types of beauty without columns and their
concomitant features, while it typifies science, art,

religion and all things born of modern thought
and progress.

It is not necessary to dwell upon details since

every problem requires special solution. In gen-

eral, it is essential to work from within toward and
after the plan and interior are arranged to satis-
fy the needs and the requirements, bone and
muscular system established, then whether the ex-

’ 'rio ue swathed in a hobble skirt or a flowing
oe may depend somewhat upon the fashion and

the purse but the more the natural outlines are pre-
served the more satisfactory will be the result.

A word about heating. In order to eliminate
objectionable radiators from the reading rooms

it is possible to arrange a satisfactory way of con-

necting pipe coils back of wall shelving and seats,
properly insulated, made accessible for repair,
and with openings at bottom and top of cases for
air circulation.

Illustration of the decorative motives in the Knight Memorial Library at Providence, R. I. The leaded glass over

bookcases contains inserts of Publisher Marks” which make effective color spots.
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The lighting of a library building is very im-

portant and may best be based upon the school
room requirements or glass area equalling 20 per

cent of floor area. Where windows are insuf-
ficient to attain this result, owing to shelving or

other cause, skylights may be used supplement-
ary.

Skylights should be in north slope of roof or

if roof be flat should be sawtooth form to prevent
sun striking directly in. With artifical illumina-

tion similar laws should prevail. Evenly distri-
buted electric lighting which illumines the reading
rooms throughout with equal effect and avoids

strong concentration in small groups is desirable.

A Simple design for a library serving a hamlet, or as a branch building in a suburb of few people.

Illustrating color treatment in reading room of the Saginaw Public Library, Saginaw, Mich
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The ideal to strive for is to make the building
—its setting and its decorations all serve as educa-
tional factors to instruct by beauty of line, form
and color and cooperate with the books on its
shelves and develop receptive minds. Picture
tiles to the fireplaces may be useful adjuncts to

teach children.

Poetic instincts are possessed by everyone in

greater or less degree. Every one’s senses subtend
an arc or gamut of harmony, in color and sound,
which may be enlarged by cultivation and every

day should produce an advance. “Nulla dies
sine lined" is a good motto.

Even among painters there are limitations.
Few have had such an extended color sense as

Titian nor of form as Michael Angelo. In fact,
some people are color blind and others may be
form blind. The fine art books might be sup-

plemented by reproductions on the walls of the
works of masters, ancient and modern, in photo-
graphs and plaster casts, to feast the eye while the
mind absorbs. Ruskin’s “Modern Painters” can-

not be appreciated until one has seen a Turner.
Symonds’ “Essay on the Renaissance” needs to

be illustrated by pictures of the works of that

wonderful age. Winckelmann is only appre-

dated after one has seen the classic statues of the
Greek reproduced in plaster, where the originals
are beyond reach. Books on architecture are

less intelligible without access to models of great
buildings. The building may be designed with
“shop” windows to display books or other ex-

hibits as tempting bait for the pedestrian. The
library as an educational factor may surpass the
schools.

The small size of a building does not preclude
it from being made a work of art. A miniature

may exceed in merit a colossus, although the lat-

ter, by sheer size, may command greater wonder
from the vulgar but in time, refinement triumphs
over grossness. The works of Mine di Fiesole

and Lucca della Robbia hold preeminence over

the heroic statues of the Decadence, and the loss
of the Mona Lisa of Leonardo was bewailed

where a Giulio Romano might scarcely have been
missed. No building is too small not to warrant

the greatest effort to product the best attainable

result.
The illustrations accompanying this article are

far from being comprehensive but only serve to

illustrate a few of many facets that a good library
offers to the public.

Proposed Memorial Library at DeQueen, Arkansas, without the outdoor reading room.

A small library building designed for a warm climate with outdoor reading rooms.
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EDWARD L. TILTON, ARCHITECT

WILMINGTON INSTITUTE FREE LIBRARY, WILMINGTON, DEL.



FIRST FLOOR

EDWARD L. TILTON, ARCHITECT

SECOND FLOOR

WILMINGTON INSTITUTE FREE LIBRARY, WILMINGTON, DEL.
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MT. PLEASANT BRANCH LIBRARY, WASHINGTON, D. C

EDWARD L. TILTON, ARCHITECT

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

FIRST FLOOR FLAN
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The Classicism of Guy Lowell
By Talbot Faulkner Hamlin

Editor’s Note: The classicism of Guy Lowell will ever

remain an inspiration to those who seek to broaden
themselves, no matter what line of endeavor they may be

persuing. Talbot Faulkner Hamlin in the August issue
of “The Nation” pays an admirable tribute to the memory
of one of America’s outstanding architects and scholars.

PURITANISM is not the only mark of
New England tradition; the early insist-
ence upon education laid firmly the founda-

tions of a respect for a culture much broader
than the original ideals it was supposed to support.
This movement did not die with Emerson or

Thoreau; it still flowers in our own time. Guy
Lowell, who died some months ago, was a re-

markable example of this flowering; he represents
completely both the advantages and the disad-

vantages such a background may bring to one

who seeks creative outlet in the arts.

Guy Lowell, cousin of the president of Harv-
ard, cousin of Amy Lowell, could not help being
scholarly. To him refinement of taste was no af-
fectation; it was part and parcel of his entire be-

ing. Classicism was for such a one inevitable. It
shows in every one of his works; perhaps best in
the colonnade of the Fenway side of the Boston
Museum, whose ranked white columns seen over

the ponds and the greenery of the park have a

haunting beauty, seeming to give pause to the

smoking factory chimneys in the distance which
ring Brahmin Boston with a circle of anachron-
istic noise and steel. From these white columns
comes a protest passionate and beautiful against
today. It is a beauty half akin to nostalgia; the
incarnate longing for a less chaotic time; it em-

bodies, probably unconsciously, that turning back-
ward, which an intellectual culture, unattached to

the present by any economic need, often produces.
The same beauty shows in all his work. Its

quality does not come from mere copying; for this
spirit is not the spirit of the style revivalists of the
early nineteenth century. The quality comes

from the attempt, intense and sometimes fruitless,
to create today in a language much loved but dy-
ing or dead; a language that is without a vital

appeal to the mass of the beholders.

This quality is not dependent upon the use

of an “ancient” style, for Guy Lowell was no

mere stylist. In the little library at Boscawen,
New Hampshire, he produced a building in an

exceedingly free Georgian or Colonial manner.

It is in no sense archeological or academic; yet

even here one feels the touch of a refinement, a

balance, more classic than the most meticulous
copy. So, too, in the white marble house at

Eighty-sixth Street and Fifth Avenue in New
York, there is incarnate the same delicacy of feel-
ing, the same quality of a beauty nostalgic, slight-
ly forced, almost decadent, impossibly aristocratic.
Like the fame of its designer, it survives, a thing
a little distant, haughty rather than cold, disting-
uished and aloof.

Guy Lowell’s present fame is due more to the
New York Court House, so recently completed
and opened. The solution embodied in the com-

petitive drawings was magnificent; clear, logical,
characterized by the mind of a scholar, instinct
with the large simplicity of that Roman work
Lowell so loved. In the change from circular to

polygonal the design lost some of its quality. This
was typical of the tragic side of such a tempera-
ment. For the clear unity of the circle is not in
tone with modern mechanical methods: its cost

proved excessive; before the implacable necessity
of modernism, the circle hardened into a hexagon;
the quality of Lowell’s dream was dimmed to a

compromise, inevitable in such an unequal strug-
gle.

A mind like Lowell’s necessarily seeks

Europe. There lay the seed of the culture he lov-
ed and expressed. During the war his sympathy
turned at once to the Italy that was still the sym-

bol of the classic past. No mere expression of

sympathy satisfied him; he must throw into the

struggle his whole self, and in the Red Cross on

the Austrian front, he found work that satisfied

and thrilled him; it was almost as if at last for the

first time he found his cultural classic emotional-

ism and the passion of a great people wholeheart-

edly at one.

A scholar, as well as a designer, Guy Lowell

inevitably produced books. His contribution to

American architectural literature was immensely

important, though in ways he could not always
have expected. Again it was love of Italy that

determined his choice; and in the two volumes of

Italian villas and farmhouses which he published,
full of photographs thrillingly picturesque and

sketches of his own of characteristic delicacy, he

introduced American architects to a new vernac-

ular.
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To the growing love of stucco and tile of the

Spanish renaissance already existent, these books

gave new life. The restraint of the Italian work

was a desirable antidote to too great a baroque

license, and to Lowell’s books is due not a little

of the skill which characterizes much of the best

work in that type.

Guy Lowell, perhaps, has affected American

architecture more deeply and widely in his books

than through his buildings, just as Amy Lowell

may be longer remembered for her study of

Keats—another modern in love with a classic

past—than for her poetry. Like her, he had
that loneliness that comes from membership in a

passing aristocracy; but aristocrat his every work
has proved him, and his death among the stucco

walls and sunny hills of a distant tropical island
seems strangely symbolic; it took away the spirit
of one in love with a beauty that was of another
time; a fruitless love whose passion drove him
further and further away from the country
where he was born, the industrialism that support-
ed him, and the clash of a vital modern world.

WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING, NASHVILLE, TENN

SKETCH BY J.H. GAILEY.
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VESTIBULE IN THE ROYAL PITTI PALACE.

FLORENCE, ITALY.
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PIAZZA S. MARCO, CASINO DETTO DELLA.

FLORENCE, ITALY.
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DOORWAY FROM THE PALACE VENEZIA.

ROME, ITALY.
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FOUNTAIN IN THE GARDEN OF VILLA ALBANI.

ROME, ITALY.



BOOK DEPARTMENT

CHICAGO TRIBUNE BOOK OF HOMES. Chi-

cago: Chicago Tribune. Paper boards, 11 by
13 inches, 110 pages, 99 plates, price $.lOO.

The collection of 99 designs shown in this

book were selected from the designs submitted in

the $7,500 competition conducted by the Home

Builders Department of the Chicago Tribune.

The first nineteen designs shown are the prize
winning designs of five and six room houses and
following are eighty designs selected from the

800 designs entered in the competition. It is

evident that the restrictions of the competition
were closely adhered to as there is great similarity
in the method of presentation by the various com-

petitors. Considering that the plates present the

work of one hundred different designers and all
are of highly meritorious presentation in pen and
ink, the book reflects the high attainment and

artistic skill of American designers. The designs
are charming. Irrespective of the merits of the
plans, showing position of the house and land-
To take a particular design as an example there
is shown basement, first and second story plans,
front rear and side elevations, section and plot
plans, showing uposition of the house and land-

scaping of the site. The scale and cubage of
each design is given so that an approximate esti-

mate of the cost of construction in any given lo-

cality may readily be arrived at.

THE BOOKS OF A THOUSAND HOMES. Com

piled by Henry Atterbury Smith. New York:

Home Owners Institute, Inc. Paper boards,
9 by 12 inches, 323 pages, Price $3.00.

The third edition of this book now appearing
is Volume I containing 500 plans of moderate
cost three to eight room houses. Mr. Wood,
president of the Home Owners Instiute, Inc., is

an acknowledgement states Mr. Henry Atterburv
Smith was asked to edit this book because of his
extensive experience in the housing field. The
500 designs represent the work of a large number
of architects and in collecting the designs for the
book an intensive study of the subject was made
and the plans selected with great care. Many of
the plans were chosen from material selected in

architectural competitions organized by the ser-

vice department of building material manufactur-
ers and manufacturers’ organizations, a number of

whom have assisted in the undertaking. There is
no attempt at classified arrangement of the plans
either as to grouping by the number of rooms or

by materials or type of design. The presentation
is at random. In the main each subject is illustrat-
ed by one or more exterior views and by the first
and second story plans. Many of the designs
show exteriors of varied character adapted to the
same plan, while others show an exterior with
alternate arrangement of planning. Houses em-

ploying every variety of building material in com-

mon usage are shown and equally the designs
show everything from the smallest bungalow to a

rather formal type of Colonial house. While
the majority of the illustrations are perhaps from

pen and ink or rendered sketches, there are a very
considerable number shown from photographs of
the houses as actually erected. With each de-
sign, there is a brief description and the cubic

footage is in every case given. Each design is

also given a serial plan number. At the back of
the volume is given a description of the plan
service which is rendered by the Home Owners
Institute, Inc. For a fee of $25.00 complete
plans and specifications of any of the designs can

be obtained. There are also a number of chapters
on materials and equipment for home builders giv-
ing descriptions of the different materials employ-
ed for both exterior and interior construction and

also of the plumbing, heating and other equip-
ment necessary in a home. Because of the large
number of designs which are the work of so many

different architects, many of whom are well

known house designers, the book is of more than

usual interest.

SYMBOLISM FOR ARTISTS. By Henry Tur-

ner Bailey and Ethel Pool. Worcester,.
Mass.: The Davis Press. Fabrikoid, 4 */2 by

6Vi inches, 239 pages illustrated. Price,
$5.00.

The authors have presented a glossary cf

symbolism for artists which covers 166 pages, giv-
ing the elements and meanings with full explana-
tion. They state in their preface that the book

required a good bit of study and selection to say

nothing of dogmatic assumption as to what should

be included to make the book of greatest value to

the largest possible number. Symbolism is the

oldest form of indicated expression. Long be-
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fore written languages were developed sings and

symbols were in common use and known to many,

thus signs and symbols are of very ancient origin
and some of almost world wide use and signific-
ance. The meaning of many is obscure and the

interpretation difficult. Symbolism for religious
use has existed from the earliest times; the Egyp-
tions and eastern people developed it to a high de-

gree of complexity.
At the beginning of the book are presented

some 38 plates diagrammatically presenting many

symbols including those of Egypt, of Heraldry
and the Christian religion. There are also shown
a number of decorative panels where the artist has

particularly displayed extensive knowledge of
symbolism and its meaning. To the architect,
the artist and the decorator this book is a mine of
information in condensed and accessible form. It
is necessary to have an understanding of symbol-
ism to make use of it and its mis-use is often
ridiculous. In addition to the glossary which
forms the main part of the work, there is added a

list of college and university colors and a bibli-
ography.

THE MODERN ENGLISH HOUSE. Introduc-
tion by R. Randal Phillips. 142 photographs,
220 plans, 215 pages (8% x 11*4 inches).
Net $8.50. Chas. Scribners Sons, New York,
N. Y.

Modern House design represented in the work
of 75 leading architects of the day. These
pages with the exception of a brief introduction
consist entirely of full page plates. The illustra-
tions represent small country houses of various

types, some of comparatively modest extent, oth-
ers fairly commodious.

THE MODERN ENGLISH GARDEN. Intro-
duction by E. H. M. Cox. 225 photographs,
216 pages (8% x 11*4 inches). _Net $8.50.
Chas Scribners Sons, New York, N. Y.

Notable Examples of modern layout, design
and improvement as applied to medium-sized gar-
dens. Each illustration has been chosen for some

point it has to show. The secret of garden design
lies in adapting what appeals to the individual to

the conditions under disposal and here are a multi-
tude of new ideas and suggestions that will be

valuable.

Personal Mention

gMALLMAN-BRICE CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, engineers and contractors,

1 109-15 S. Fifth Ave., Birmingham, Ala., who
have operated since 1917, are still very much in
business, contrary to the report in our August 13
issue that the firm had dissolved. The true facts
are that R. A. Smallman has purchased the stock
of H. A. Brice, who has become inactive so far
as the operation of the company is concerned.

pRED L. KNOBLOCH, Architect of Tulsa,
Okla., has removed his offices to 15 Court

Arcade, where he will practice in the profession.

A. MacDONALD, of Tulsa, Okla., has
taken new offices in the Tumola Building

where he will operate in future.

A LLAN E. POLLOCK, 714 West 3rd St.,
Little Rock, Ark., is an architectural stud-

ent and requests manufacturers’ samples and cata-

logues.

Th 1 DANO JACKLEY, Architect, has moved
from St. Augustine, Fla., to 1812 A

Street, S. E. Washington, D. C.

pUGENE JOHN STERN, of Little Rock,
Ark., having purchased the interest of

George R. Mann, in the firm of Mann & Stem,
will continue to operate in the same offices 708-
12 A. O. U. W. Building, under the name of
Eugene John Stern, Architect.

OEORGE R. MANN has associated him-

self with Harry D. Wagner and L. Mil-

ton King, former partners of Mann & Stern.
1 hey will practice under the name of George R.

Mann, Wagner & King, Architects, with offices
in the Donaghey Building, Little Rock, Arkan-
sas.

QHARLES H. REUWER, architect, has

opened offices at Room 204 Professional
Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

T7 1 G. BLANKE, architect, has moved from

801 N. Calvert St., to Room 204 Profes-
sional Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

HOYLE ROBERTSON CONSTRUC-
TION CO., builders have moved from 813

15th St., N. W. to 1520 K St., N. W. Wash-
ington, D. C.
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ARCHITECTURAL MEMORANDA

MORE LIGHT ON CUBAN BUILDING LAWS.

Editor’s Note: We are pleased to reproduce a letter

received from one of our subscribers, Mr. Harold F.

Adams, architect of New York City regarding the article
which appeared in our April number on the subject of

“Designer’s Responsibility For Structural Safety.” If
other readers gained a wrong impression we feel sure

Mr. Adam’s corrections will be enlighting.

THE article “Designer’s Responsibility For
Structural Safety” in the last April Num-
ber is, to me, somewhat misleading.

I lived for about five years in Havana, Cuba,
in charge of the architectural department of one

of the largest American Contracting and Engin-
eering firms there. In that position I became
quite familiar with the working of the Building
Department and of local architects and engineers.

It is quite true that the laws of Cuba make
the architect or engineer responsible for the prop-
er construction of the building, but the laws does
not compel them to visit and inspect it to safe-
guard their interests. It is a very peculiar sys-

tem that is observed with regard to building pro-

jects and I will explain it herein.

The Building Department requires original
tracings for a building along with a specification
and an affidavit, these must be signed by a li-
censed architect, that is one that has been grad-
uated from the University of Havana, or has
been given a degree from that institution.

The architects of Havana, licensed as stated
above, have an association and part of the work
which these architects and engineers are called to

do is to sign drawings and papers for submission
to the Building Department, even though they
have not drawn the plans or specifications them-
selves. They even limit the number of plans that
each architect can sign during the course of the
year, that is so that each one will be able to make
a living for themselves. The firm that I was with
had to call upon one of these architects to sign
the plans which we drew up for our clients, in one

case that I know of this local engineer received a

fee of about $7,000.00 and all that he did was

to sign the plans, specifications and affidavit. We
finally employed one of the architects on a month-
ly basis and saved some money thereby.

In the event that one of the architects gets a

commission to draw up plans for a building, he
does so, submits them to various contractors for
estimates, and as a rule when it is awarded the
contractor has to redraw the plans and specifica-
tions, make all detail drawings and do all the
engineering work in connection with that work, it
is also likely that the contractor will have to pav

the architect his fee for the signing of the plans,
specifications and affidavits for submission to the
Building Department. The architects connection
with the building apparently ends with his turn-

ing over the sketches, for that is all they are, to

the contractor. If they ever visit the building and
have any complaints to make I am not aware of
it as far as my experience was concerned. In

many cases the finished building does not resemble
the sketches made by the architect.

I saw one building under erection by a local
architect and builder, it was of reinforced con-

crete, all of the column reinforcement was bunch-
ed in the center of the columns, it was quite evi-
dent that neither one of the two knew anything
about reinforced concrete or else that architect
was not paying very much attention to the build-

ing to protect his responsibility in the law.

Many opinions formed as to the work of cer-

tain laws in foreign countries are hastily made on

wrong information furnished visitors, they in turn

pass it on to us as a sample of how much better
affairs are carried on in these foreign countries.

It is for the purpose of clearing up any wrong

impressions that may have been made through the
article referred to that this letter is written.

ADVOCATION OF A FEDERAL DEPART-

MENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.

AT the recent convention of the American

Association of Engineers held at Tulsa,
Okla., the expression of opinion was strong-

ly in favor of the creation of a Federal Depart-
ment of Public Works. This subject has been

urged upon Congress for some years and bills

have been presented which would organize under

one department the many and varied construction
activities of the Federal Government which are

now carried on by a large number of bureaus in

the Interior, War, Agriculture, Treasury and

Commerce Departments and by other agencies.
The present condition is one of inefficiency and

waste. The resolution of the American Asso-

ciation of Engineers reads:

We heartily endorse the movement for a re-

organization of the Federal Departments and the

creation of a Department of Public Works to

have charge of the design and construction of all

public works, and that

We earnestly urge the Congress to continue

its work in connection with the proposed reor-

ganization with a view to the early passage of a

satisfactory bill to carry the said reorganization
into effect.
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NOTICE OF CORRECTION.

In our August number there appeared several

illustrations of buildings at Southern Methodist

University, Dallas, Texas and Mr. Roscoe De-

Witt was given credit as the architect for all

buildings. This was an error and the following
is correct: DeWitt & Lemmon were architects for

Kirby Hall, Administration Building and the

Owenby Stadium. C. D. Hill & Company, nowr
known as Coburn and Smith, were architects for

Hyer Hall. R. H. Hunt & Company were

architects for McFarlin Auditorium. Snider

Donutory was designed by W. C. Hedrick and

Dallas Hall, Boys Domitory was designed by
Shepley, Rutal & Coolidge.

NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION EXPOSITION.

THE Associated General Contractors of

America, representing 2,300 general con-

tracting forms, with headquarters in 40 dif-

ferent states will hold a National Construction

Exposition in the West Baden Springs Hotel,
West Baden, Indiana, January 23-27 next, ac-

cording to plans announced August 1 st, by Gen.

R. C. Marshall, Jr., of Washington, General

Manager of the Association. Headquarters are

room 602, 223 West 34th Street, New York

City.
Every important method used throughout the

general construction industries will be shown in a

series of exhibits which will demonstrate all types
of construction materials, supplies and accessories

for industrial, engineering, governmental, trans-

portation and specialty building projects, it is fore-
cast. It will be exclusively a construction man’s
show, inasmuch as there will be practically no

general public attendance. Every visitors will be
registered and identifiable.

Exhibits will be prepared by many of the
leading construction materials and supplies com-

panies of the country, it is announced. First, sec-

ond and third awards will be made by the Asso-
ciated General Contractors of America, through
a special committee, to the companies having dis-
plays adjudged the most effective.

The Exposition will be held in conjunction
with the ninth annual meeting of the association,
and is a response to requests by a large number
of important materials and supplies companies for

adequate and officially recognized construction

display facilities.

The policies and conduct of the Exposition
will be in every phase subject to control by the
association, the design of which is that the show
shall fulfill in every sense the implications of its
title, by providing a national and authentic de-
monstration center for all general construction
utilities.

ROOF INSULATION.

AN interesting four-page circular on cork
roof insulation has just been published by
L. Mundet & Son, Inc., of Hillside, N. J.

It includes specifications for cork on wood deck

construction, over concrete construction, and over

steel roof decks. It states in full why cork insu-
lation is better than any other insulation for roof-
ing. Keeps heat in. Keeps heat out. Eliminates

ceiling sweat. Lasts indefinitely. Fits per-

perfectly. Is immune to moisture, etc. A copy

will be sent on request to any reader of this pub-
lication.
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Position Wanted
I Young architectural draftsman with G years experi-

I ence, desires to make a permanent connection in South

1 or West; not a first-class draftsman or designer, but a

f hard worker, neat tracer, willing to appreciate a real

1 opportunity, and interested in either inside or out-

| side work.

ADDRESS BOX 226

BUILDERS & TRADERS EXCHANGE

133 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
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| Position Wanted

Thoroughly experienced Architectural Drafts-

man and Designer. Age 35. Handle work

including preliminary studies to finished draw-

ings. Prefer a locat.on in North or South

Carolina or Georgia.

Address

BOX 1598

ATLANTA, GEORGIA



THE OLD HOMESTEAD PLACE

“No fire has touched them, and no flood;
They stand to-day where first they stood;
Places that knew them know them still;
Their doors swing wide, and on each sill,
In sweet confusion, wilting flowers
By noon, by night mark children’s hours.
And closer still, like friends well tried,
The trees crowd up on every side,
Folding the roof-tree and the walls.
Each year their gracious shadow falls
Larger and larger; every spring
’Neath southern window some new thing
Lifts up its head and adds its grace
To sweeten the old Homestead place.
From every window to the skies

Women and men lift steadfast eyes,

Coming and going day by day,
Leading the life they must, or may ....
The world is full of open doors;
Step lightly in on friendly floors;
And throw thy rusty keys away
To locks which strange hands lock to-day.

—By Harriette Kershaw Leidiny
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